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Abstract:
Tax evasion has become an issue of concern for many governments around the world. In order to address the problem of tax evasion, some governments have attempted wide array of measures, including the recent implementation of Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act by the US government. Past literatures suggested that Malaysia is encountering severe problems of tax evasion. Therefore, it is important to figure out the factors that influence tax evasion among the taxpayer. This paper aims to study the factors that will affect tax evasion among individual taxpayers in Malaysia. 50 participants were invited to participate in this study. Data were collected through questionnaires that were developed based on the research objectives. Besides, demographic profiles were also asked and analysed. Findings showed that awareness of penalties and fairness of the tax system has a significant relationship with tax evasion. The results provided better understanding to the government on tax evasion and more appropriate measures could be adopted to solve the problems. The conclusion, recommendation, directions for future research and limitation were also discussed.
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1.0 Introduction

Tax is one of the important components of government revenues as it is able to provide funding for the government expenditures. (Tabandeh et al, 2012). In addition, tax revenue is crucial in every country as with sufficient tax revenue the government able to function and carry on their projects such as building highways and public infrastructures (Yalama et al, 2013).

Since the beginning of the tax system, it has brought a lot of problems to the government especially in the tax evasion matters. (Leu, Kinzer, Coiro, Cammacks, 2004). Tax evasion can be considered as one of the most serious financial crimes as it will threaten the country's economy, reduce the government coffers and resulted in a budget deficit subsequently. (Tarek, Abdul, 2013). In fact, when the government was highly relying on borrowing, the government might accumulate a significant amount of debts which will bring negative impact towards the country. When the government did not have sufficient revenue, they have to borrow money from other financial institutions in order to finance the public expenditures. Apart from that, the tax authority has to bear high expenses on auditing and rewarding in order to detect tax evasion. (Ralph and Matthias, 2004). Inland Revenue Board of Malaysia (IRB) has established an investigation department to assist the government to detect and combat tax evasion. (Quah, 2005). This department required high labour force which subsequently increased the tax authority expenses.

There are many reasons which led the taxpayers to evade tax and one of it was the taxpayers’ preference to save money for their own purposes instead of declaring their wealth to the Inland Revenue Board of Malaysia. (Tabandeh et.al, 2012). Therefore, there were some taxpayers were trying to make their conditions of works and their earnings become undetectable and invisible to the tax officials in order to evade
tax. (Nagy, 2011). Nevertheless, tax evaders will face tough penalties in the form of fines, imprisonment and seizure of assets as stipulated by Malaysia Income Tax Act 1967.

Based on the findings from past studies, Malaysia has approximately 6.4 million of registered taxpayers. However, there were only 2.4 million people who really paid income taxes (Rashvinjeet S. Bedi, 2011). In other words, there were four million taxpayers are evading tax. Therefore, it is of paramount importance to explore the factors that influence tax evasion among individual taxpayers in Malaysia in order to improve the tax collection to the Malaysian government.

2.0 Significant of the Study and Objective

Despite the fact that there were many developed countries have done numerous studies related to tax evasion, nonetheless, there were very few studies which have been done in the developing countries such as Malaysia. (Tabandeh et.al, 2012). Tax evasion studies at developing countries were conducted usually based on the tax evaders behaviour. However, this paper can state that many peoples who were evading tax were because of lack of tax knowledge. This study will be valuable to the tax authority which is the Inland Revenue Board of Malaysia because it enables them to develop further strategies and mitigate the tax evasion in Malaysia. (Venter, 2011). Furthermore, this study also highlighted there is a necessary to educate the individual taxpayers about the seriousness of tax evasion in Malaysia where it able to put our country’s financial system and the public interest in Malaysia into risks. (Tarek, 2013). Apart from that, this research will enable the tax authority to have a better understanding of the perceptions of the taxpayers on tax evasion. At the same time, this research also able to help the tax authority to have better awareness of the relationship between the tax penalties, fairness and tax evasion.
Hence, the main objective is to study the factors that influence tax evasion among individual taxpayers in Malaysia. It is important for the government to pay attention on the factor lead the individual taxpayer to evade tax as high number of tax evasion will eventually bring the country into the losses.

3.0 Literature Review

In most of the countries, tax revenues are the primary income sources for the government. When there were sufficient tax revenues, it enabled the government to elect more officials and politicians to remain in office longer in order to serve the publics who need help from the government. (Yalama et al, 2013). It is essential for the government to have sufficient tax revenue, so that the states of the county can be continued sustain. (Prichard & Bentum, 2009). In today’s globalizing economic environment, there is a trend where the demand for different kinds of public services and programs are increasing. Nonetheless, there were some countries have increased their tax revenue rates, but these revenues fall short of to finance those necessary public spending. Apart from that, there was a phenomenon where most of the countries have a significant difference between potential and actual tax revenues. Generally, according to the legal or tax law, the potential tax revenues of a country were usually more than the actual tax revenue which the government collected. As a matter of fact, there were many factors that may lead the difference between potential and actual tax revenues. The common factors were inefficiencies, inadequate tax collection ability and personal management issues derived from the tax collecting agencies. (Yalama et al, 2013).

According to Richardson, tax evasion can be defined as “intentional illegal behaviour or activities involving direct violation of tax law to evade the payment of tax”. (Richardson, 2008). It is not a new issue as this has been practiced by most
of the taxpayers around the world. (Hasan, 2013). Basically, tax evasion meant that the taxpayers have the intention of non-compliance, which caused the payments of taxes become lower than actually owed. (Jeyapalan, Norhani & Noor, 2003). According to Prebble and Prebble, tax evasion was considered as a violation of law. Tax evasion derived when the taxpayer intentionally violates and breaches of the tax legislation in order to reduce their tax burden. (Prebble & Prebble, 2010). In addition, tax evasion existed when the taxpayers were using some of the ways in order to reduce the taxable income, such as the revenues are not fully declared or generated fake expenses. As a result, when the taxpayers were not fully declaring their taxable income, they were considered participating in a criminal activity and might prosecute by the government. There was also another researcher indicated that even though the taxpayer was taking advantage from tax evasion, but in future their activity will be revealed. (Sandmo, 2005).

The penalty can be various forms of the penalty rate by different tax subjects or different structure of penalty rate by the types of taxpayer. Thus, individual income tax, capital income tax and value added tax, each may have a different penalty rate. In the meantime, the penalty rate for different type of tax evasion such as non-filing and timely filing, but under reporting may have differences of penalty rates. (Misu, 2011). Certainly, the penalty rate is much higher if the taxpayer evades the tax intentionally as compared to those unintentional evasions. (Hyun, 2005). The enforcement strategy which widely used by Malaysia is penalties system and this has created attentions, stress and dissatisfaction among the taxpayers. (Yong, 2005). Previous researchers which identified that tax compliance behaviour was affected by the penalty rates. At the same time, the awareness of offence among the taxpayers will also have a significance influence to the tax compliance behaviour. There were some competing models presented in the existing literature in order to answer
the question where tax penalties able to motivate the taxpayer. The standard deterrence model indicated that the taxpayers will comply with their tax obligations in order to prevent penalties or punishments from the tax authority. (Doran, 2009).

The awareness of offence among the taxpayers will also have a significance influence to the tax compliance behaviour. The taxpayers might reduce their tendency to evade tax when they aware of the offences they were committing. In addition, they may also have the awareness on the consequences of being non-compliant taxpayers. On the contrary, the taxpayers might have the intention to evade tax when they did not aware of the consequences of being dishonest and cheat the tax authority as they assumed that they might not be caught or detected and at the same time they able to save money. Thus, it is crucial for the tax authority to provide ample education to the taxpayer so that it is able to keep them well informed with the punishments or penalties of being a tax evader. In other words, there is always prevention measure is better than cure. (Mohamad et. al, 2011).

Previous research shows that tax evasion is usually negatively associated with the fairness of taxes levied on a taxpayer. (Jackson & Milliron in Richardson, 2006). In other words, when the taxpayer perceived that they were being unfairly taxed, they might tend to evade tax. Hence, it is essential to the tax authority to understand the perceptions and behaviour of every taxpayer. (Sandmo, 2005). There were some experiments which have justified that the taxpayers were more willing to choose an option which able to treat them fairly even though there was no reward rather than choosing an option which has rewarded but unable to treat them fairly. (Braithwaite, 2009; Delaney and Harmon, 2009). In addition, there was always a relationship between trust and legitimacy to fairness. (Walsh, 2012).
According to Wenzel and OECD, they have justified that there were three areas of fairness from the taxpayer’s perspective, such as distributive justice, procedural justice and retributive justice. (Wenzel, 2003; OECD, 2010). Basically, distributive justice or distributive fairness was the perception of the taxpayer to the government on how they spent the tax revenues (OECD, 2010) or viewed as the exchange of resources such as benefit and cost. (Wenzel, 2003). On the other hand, procedural fairness or procedural justice was the process of resource distribution (Wenzel, 2003) and it was also the point of view of the taxpayers towards the tax administration on whether they were fair enough when dealing with taxpayers. (OECD, 2010).

4.0 Methodology

This is an explanatory study, target on individual taxpayers who were under the category of employment (working adults). Moreover, the sample sizes for this research were 50 participants. It was supported that the results from the sample size of 50 or 200 will not be significant different, hence 50 samples sizes will be sufficient in this research. (Glenn, 2014). Primary research and secondary research were used throughout this research. The sources for the secondary data in this paper were academic journal, newspapers, articles and the sources from the websites. The questionnaire has been used in order to collect the primary data. The questionnaire consisted of demographic variables such as age, income and gender. Other than that, the questionnaires also included the independent variables. The responses in the questionnaires which provided by the respondents were keyed into Statistical Package for the Social Science (SPSS) in order to conduct data analysis. Afterwards, the data which generated from the SPSS has presented in graphical such as pie chart, bar chart and histogram. Moreover, the Pearson Moment Correlation test
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was conducted so that it able to determine the correlations between the independent and dependent variables.

5.0 Research Findings

5.1 Respondent’s profile
In this study, 58% of the respondents are female and about 74% of the total respondents are aged between 20 to 29 years old. In the meantime, there are 16% of them age range from 30 to 39 years old and 10% of the respondents are aged range 40 and above. Looking into the education level, there are 54% of the total respondents are degree holders, 14% are master holders, 26% with professional qualifications and 6% are not in these three categories. For the marital status, 70% of the respondents are single and 30% are married. A closer inspection of the income group distribution revealed that 16% of the total respondents’ income level are below RM1,000; 6% of the total respondents’ income level are RM1,000 – RM2,000; 24% of the respondents’ income is RM2,000 – RM3,000 and 54% of the respondents’ income is RM3,001 and above.

5.2 Tax Evasion and Awareness of Penalties
In overall, 80% of the respondents understand the meanings of tax evasion while 20% of the respondents do not understand the meaning of tax evasion. Among the respondents who understand the meaning of tax evasion, 60% of them are female and 40% of them are male. Results shown that 54% of the total respondents disagreed the tax authority has provided sufficient information on the consequences of being tax evaders while 24% of them agreed and 22% of them were neutral. The study further revealed that 72% of the respondents agreed penalties were the main reasons for the taxpayers to pay tax liabilities to the government. 16% of them disagreed penalties were the main reasons to pay tax liabilities and 12% of them were neutral.
A closer inspection of the penalty rate imposed by the authority as the major instrument to curb tax evasion, 46% of the total respondents disagreed with the statement, 32% of the respondents agreed while 22% of the respondents were neutral. 86% of the total respondents agreed tax authority should provide amber tax awareness campaign and workshop as it can effectively enhance the public awareness such as penalties rates or periods of imprisonment if become tax evaders; 12% of the respondents disagreed and 2% of the respondents were neutral. Pearson Moment Correlations Test indicated that there is significant correlation between awareness of penalties and tax evasion as P value of the variable was 0.037≤0.05.

5.3 Fairness of Tax System
The study revealed that 88% of the total respondents agreed that tax authorities play an important role in practicing fairness tax system; 10% of the respondents disagreed while 2% were neutral.

Looking into whether the fair distribution of tax revenue for country wellness will enhance tax compliance, 78% of the total respondents agreed with this statement, 12% of the respondents disagreed and 10% of the respondents were neutral. 76% of the total respondents agreed that fairness is essential for the integrity of the tax system, 14% of the respondents disagreed and 10% of the respondents were neutral that fairness is essential for the integrity of the tax system.

When relate to taxpayer perception about a fair tax system is able to enhance the tax compliance rate, 84% of the total respondents agreed that the tax compliance rate will be increased if there is a fair tax system; 12% of the respondents disagreed and 4% of the respondents were neutral. Pearson Moment Correlations Test indicated that there is significant correlation between fairness of tax system and tax evasion as P value of the variable was 0.033≤0.05.
6.0 Conclusion

The research was conducted to ascertain the factors that influence tax evasion among individual taxpayers (employment) in Malaysia. Finding of this study shows that there is a significant relationship between awareness of penalties and fairness of the tax system with tax evasion. This result further confirmed the findings from previous studies that awareness of penalties and fairness of tax system influence the tendency to evade taxes.

In order to reduce the rate of tax evasion, the researcher recommends several measures to the government. Presently, social media is one of the pathways which allow the information to be reached to the public quickly. The IRB should make good use of the social media such as Twitter and Facebook to deliver the information about tax in order to enhance the tax awareness of the public. Apart from that, IRB should engage closely with Human Resource Department of the companies before the month of tax submission to disseminate appropriate tax information to their employees. Seminars and talks could be conducted to assist the staff of the companies to understand tax matters better, especially on the penalties of tax evasion. Nowadays, most of the taxpayers in Malaysia are concerning about the transparency of the tax system and how the government spend the tax collection towards the society. The government should follow the steps of US government to declare how they spent the money of the taxpayers during the end of the government financial year. For instance, every year the federal government of US will declare how it spent the tax revenue which collected from the taxpayers. Meanwhile, the finding of this study could assist the future researchers as well. The focus group of this research was only limited to working adults which have been registered as taxpayers in Malaysia. Hence, future researches could study about business entities. At the same time, future researchers could also expand the
number of variables in the study to ensure a comprehensive study on this topic.

Last but not the least, the accuracy and reliability of this research are dependent on the honesty and the willingness of the respondent to disclose the information. Most of the researches would encounter certain percentage of errors. Moreover, time constraints were another limitation faced in this research. The errors and bias would be reduced if questionnaires could be distributed to more respondents.
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